
 

mat     men     map     met 
am    him    ham    maps 
mint    mints    stamp    stamps 
Model how to say the sound /m/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the 
target words independently? If not, model the sounding out and see if the learner can then hear the target words. Track under the letters 
with the index finger at all times. Say the sounds in clusters of consonant letters separately but develop the ability to say the sounds 
quickly enough to hear the overall sound. Relate the sounding of the consonants to a train speeding up until all the separate consonant 
sounds blend together. 
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘m’ as he/she says the sound /m/. 

m                              
m                                
 

Draw pictures of objects and animals starting with the /m/ sound: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘m’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘m’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. Start with saying the three letter/sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds all-through-the-
spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Edit the words whilst finger 
-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the 
sounds in clusters of consonant letters. For spelling, say a consonant cluster very slowly like a train slowing down. 
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den      dam      dip      dim 
red    mad    and    mend
dents  stands  hands  dampen
Model how to say the sound /d/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the 
target words independently? Say the sounds in clusters of consonant letters separately but develop the ability to say the sounds quickly 
enough to hear the overall sound. Relate the sounding of the consonants to a train speeding up until all the separate consonant sounds 
blend together. Tweak the pronunciation of ‘dampen’ to ‘dampun’. Vowels sounding closer to /u/ in some words is called the schwa effect. 
Experience of reading words with the schwa effect will help beginners to spell such words correctly. 
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘d’ (starting like a ‘c’) as he/she says the sound /d/. 

d                               
d                                
 

Draw pictures of objects and animals starting with the /d/ sound: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first‘d’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘d’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. Start with saying the three letter/sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds all-through-the-
spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Edit the words whilst finger 
-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the 
sounds in clusters of consonant letters. Say a consonant cluster very slowly like a train slowing down. 
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get      gas     gap     gets 
tag       dig      peg      digs
pegs     stag     stags     magnet 
Model how to say the sound /g/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the 
target words independently? Say the sounds in clusters of consonant letters separately but develop the ability to say the sounds quickly 
enough to hear the overall sound. Relate the sounding of the consonants to a train speeding up until all the separate consonant sounds 
blend together.  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘g’ (starting like a ‘c’) as he/she says the sound /g/. 

g                               
g                                
 

Draw pictures of objects and animals starting with the /g/ sound: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘g’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘g’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. Start with saying the three letter/sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds all-through-the-
spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Edit the words whilst finger 
-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the 
sounds in clusters of consonant letters. Say a consonant cluster very slowly like a train slowing down. 
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on   top   cot   hop   got 
hot     pods     mops     dogs 
rock  stop  spot  crops  ponds
Model how to say the sound /o/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the 
target words independently? Say the sounds in clusters of consonant letters separately but develop the ability to say the sounds quickly 
enough to hear the overall sound. Relate the sounding of the consonants to ‘a train speeding up’ until all the separate consonant sounds 
blend together.  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘o’ (starting like a ‘c’) as he/she says the sound /o/. 

o                               
o                                
 

Draw pictures of objects and animals starting with the /o/ sound: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘o’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘o’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. Start with saying the three letter/sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds all-through-the-
spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Edit the words whilst finger 
-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the 
sounds in clusters of consonant letters. Say a consonant cluster very slowly like a train slowing down. 
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up    mud    run    hug 
hut    mugs    gum   gums 
smug    stump    strums    us   put
Model how to say the sound /u/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the 
target words independently? Say the sounds in clusters of consonant letters separately but develop the ability to say the sounds quickly 
enough to hear the overall sound. Relate the sounding of the consonants to a train speeding up until all the separate consonant sounds 
blend together. Tweak the ‘s’ in ‘us’ to sound like /z/. Tweak the ‘u’ in ‘put’ to rhyme with ‘foot’. 
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘u’ as he/she says the sound /u/. 

u                               
u                                
 

Draw pictures of objects with the /u/ sound and grapheme at the beginning or middle of the word: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘u’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘u’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. Start with saying the three letter/sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds all-through-the-
spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Edit the words whilst finger 
-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the 
sounds in clusters of consonant letters. Draw attention to the pronunciation variations in the words ‘us’ and ‘put’. 
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let  lap  log  lid  lips  legs 
luck     lump     plug    slaps 
clamp    slugs    block    o’ clock 
Model how to say the sound /l/ (closer to ‘ul’ than ‘luh’). Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can 
he/she then ‘hear’ the target words independently? Say the sounds in clusters of consonant letters separately but develop the ability to say 
the sounds quickly enough to hear the overall sound. Draw attention to the abbreviation ‘o’ in ‘o’clock’ meaning ‘of the’ clock.  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘l’ as he/she says the sound /l/. 

l                                
l                                
 

Draw pictures of objects and animals starting with the /l/ sound: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘l’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘l’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. Start with saying the three letter/sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds all-through-the-
spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Edit the words whilst finger 
-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the 
sounds in clusters of consonant letters. Draw attention to the apostrophe in o’clock which replaces missing letters. 
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log     lid     lap 
lids    pal    pals 
lick  sled  clips 

ill      pull      hull
tell     mill     hills
doll       drill       tall 

Model how to say the sound /l/ (closer to ‘ul’ than ‘luh’). Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines but say 
/l/ once for ‘ll’. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the target words independently? Short (single syllable) words ending with the sound /l/ are usually 
spelt with the grapheme ‘ll’, then add ‘s’ for plural words. ‘Pal’, however, is spelt with the grapheme ‘l’. The ‘u’ in ‘pull’ rhymes with ‘wool’. 
The letter/s-sound correspondences in words with the same pattern as ‘tall’ are t-al-l where the grapheme ‘al’ is pronounced /or/ [or /aw/].  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘l’, or letters ‘ll’, as he/she says the sound /l/. 

l                                
ll                                
 

Draw pictures of objects and animals that end with the /l/ sound: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘l’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘l’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing words that end with ‘ll’. Start with saying the three sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds 
all-through-the-spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Write ‘ll’ on 
one dash. Remember ‘pal’ has one ‘l’. Edit the words whilst finger-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest 
words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the sounds in clusters of consonant letters.  
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fog  fat  fun  fig  full  fell 
if    elf    film    felt    lift    self
golf     flop     flag    flaps    of
Model how to say the sound /f/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the target 
words independently? Say the sounds in clusters of consonant letters separately but develop the ability to say the sounds quickly enough to 
hear the overall sound. Pronounce the ‘f’ in ‘of’ as a /v/ sound.  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘f’ as he/she says the sound /f/. 

f                                
f                                
 

Draw pictures of objects and animals starting with the /f/ sound: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘f’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘f’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. Start with saying the three-sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds all-through-the-spoken-
word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Edit the words whilst finger 
-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the 
sounds in clusters of consonant letters.  
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fit    fat        fell  
rift   left   soft 
  films   frost   

cuff  huff  puff
off  fluff  cliffs 
 staff   stiffen 

Model how to say the sound /f/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines but say /f/ once for ‘ff’. Can 
he/she then ‘hear’ the target words independently? Short (single syllable) words ending with the sound /f/ are usually spelt with the 
grapheme ‘ff’, then add ‘s’ for plural words as in ‘cliffs’. Tweak ‘stiffen’ to sound like ‘stiffun’ because of the schwa effect. 
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘f’, or letters ‘ff’, as he/she says the sound /f/. 

f                                
ff                                
 

Draw pictures of objects and animals that begin or end with the /f/ sound: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘f-ff’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘f-ff’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing words that end with ‘ff’. Start with saying the three sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds 
all-through-the-spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Write ‘ff’ on 
one dash. Edit the words whilst finger-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have 
greater difficulty with identifying the sounds in clusters of consonant letters.  
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sad   set   sip  
silk  sent  stuck 
 crust   sudden 

moss   less   fuss
lass      miss      dress
   classes   lesson 

Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines but say /s/ once for ‘ss’. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the target words 
independently? Short (single syllable) words ending with the sound /s/ are usually spelt with the grapheme ‘ss’, then add ‘es’ for plural 
words as in ‘classes’. Tweak ‘lesson’ to sound like ‘lessun’ because of the schwa effect. 
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘s’, or letters ‘ss’, as he/she says the sound /s/. 

s                                
ss                                
 

Draw pictures of objects and animals that begin or end with the /s/ sound: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘s-ss’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘s-ss’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing words that end with ‘ss’. Start with saying the three sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds 
all-through-the-spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Write ‘ss’ on 
one dash. Edit the words whilst finger-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have 
greater difficulty with identifying the sounds in clusters of consonant letters.  
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bin   bit   bat   but   bet      beg 
bed   bag   ban     big   bug    bun 
tub     grub     grab     bags     bricks
Model how to say the sound /b/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the 
target words independently? Say the sounds in clusters of consonant letters separately but develop the ability to say the sounds quickly 
enough to hear the overall sound. Relate the sounding of the consonants to a train speeding up until all the separate consonant sounds 
blend together.  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘b’ as he/she says the sound /b/. 

b                               
b                                
Draw pictures of objects and animals starting with the /b/ sound: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘b’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘b’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. Start with saying the three letter/sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds all-through-the-
spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Edit the words whilst finger 
-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the 
sounds in clusters of consonant letters. Say a consonant cluster very slowly like a train slowing down. 
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 jug     jag     jet     jam    jut 
 jets   jags   jugs   juts   just 
 jump    jumps    judo           
Model how to say the sound /j/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the target 
words independently? Draw attention to the ‘u’ in ‘judo’ matching the /oo/ sound in ‘mood’. The ‘o’ in ‘judo’ is pronounced as its long 
vowel sound. Remind the learner that the letters a, e, i, o, u can represent short vowel sounds as in at, enter, in, on, up or those letters can 
represent long vowel sounds as in able, he, kind, no, unit. The learner should try the short vowel sound when reading single vowel letters 
first and then try the long vowel sound unless they can see that a single vowel letter and an ‘e’ wrap-around a single consonant or it is the 
end letter.                The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘j’ as he/she says the sound /j/. 

 j                               
Words to blend with long vowel sounds: 
 I     no     go     so     me     he     be
 

Draw pictures of objects and animals starting with the /j  / sound: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘j’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘j’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. Start with saying the three-sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds all-through-the-spoken-
word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Edit the words whilst finger  
-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the 
sounds in clusters of consonant letters.  
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yet   yes   yen   yak   yam  
yap    yell    yells    yelp    yaks 
Model how to say the sound /y/ in its ‘consonant’ version as in the words above. Later you will draw attention to the three sounds 
represented by the letter ‘y’ as in yes my mummy.  
Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the target words independently?              
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘y’ as he/she says the sound /y/. 

y                                
y                               
 

Draw pictures of objects and animal starting with the /y/ sound: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘y’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘y’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. Start with saying the three-sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds all-through-the-spoken-
word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Edit the words whilst finger  
-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the 
sounds in clusters of consonant letters.  
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aim    aid    rail     pain     maid
fail    paid    tail    rain    main
gain         snail         trail          plain 
trains      faint      painted      mailed
Model how to say the sound /ai/. Note that the grapheme ‘ai’ does not appear at the end of words [see the ‘ai-ay’ sheet]. Ask the learner to 
say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she ‘hear’ and say the target words?  The words ‘painted’ and ‘mailed’ have 
the letters ‘ed’ at the end. In ‘painted’, the ‘e’ and ‘d’ are sounded out separately and the blended pronunciation tweaked to the schwa ‘u’ 
sound as in ‘paintud’. In ‘mailed’ the letters ‘ed’ are simply the grapheme for the sound /d/. Familiarity with the spoken English language 
helps the reader to know when to read the ‘ed’ verb endings in the appropriate way.  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letters ‘ai’ as he/she says the sound /ai/. 

ai                               
The reader can decode these words with the grapheme ‘ai’ as an /ai/ sound and tweak the pronunciation to /e/ (sed, agen). Alternately, the 
reader can learn that in these two particular words, the grapheme ‘ai’ represents the /e/ sound.   

said              again 
Draw pictures of objects and the snail with the /ai/ phoneme and ‘ai’ grapheme from the word list above: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘ai’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘ai’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the sounds 
in clusters of consonant letters. Edit the words whilst finger-tracking beneath.  
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day  say  may  ray  hay  pay  
bay   lays   days   rays   play
stay    trays     stray    May  
Sunday     crayon     played  
Model how to say the sound /ai/. Note that the grapheme ‘ay’ appears at the end of words [see the ‘ai-ay’ sheet]. For plural words ending 
with ‘ay’, add ‘s’ at the end of the words. In words like ‘crayon’ the grapheme ‘ay’ is used in preference to using the grapheme ‘ai’. In the 
verb ‘played’, the grapheme ‘ed’ represents the sound /d/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can 
he/she ‘hear’ and say the target words?   
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letters ‘ay’ as he/she says the sound /ai/. 

ay                              
The reader can decode the word ‘says’ with the /ai/ sound and then tweak the pronunciation to ‘sez’. 

says         
Draw pictures of objects with the /ai/ phoneme and ‘ay’ grapheme from the word list above: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘ay’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘ay’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. Say the words very slowly and count the sounds. Put one dash for each sound identified. At first beginners may only 
manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the sounds in clusters of consonant letters. Edit (check) the 
words by saying the sounds from left to right whilst finger-tracking beneath the graphemes. 
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aim     sail     pain
raid  train  snail
brains    paints

day   say   may
hay       play       tray
stray    crayons 

The grapheme ‘ai’ does not appear at the end of words. The grapheme ‘ay’ can be the middle or end grapheme. At this stage, remind the 
learner that he/she has learnt three spelling variations (graphemes) for the /ai/ sound - a, ai, ay.  
Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines.   
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letters ‘ai’, or letters ‘ay’, as he/she says the sound /ai/. 

ai                                   
ay                                  
Draw pictures of objects from the ‘ai’ words above: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Draw pictures of objects from the ‘ay’ words above: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘ai-ay’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘ai-ay’. Use the back of the folded-up part to 
practise spelling and writing words from the words above. Start with saying the three sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies 
the sounds all-through-the-spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. 
Write ‘ai’ or ‘ay’ on one dash where appropriate. Edit the words whilst finger-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the 
shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the sounds in clusters of consonant letters.  
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wet      web     wag     wig 
win  wilt  went  wind 
wags        swig        swims 
Model how to say the sound /w/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she ‘hear’ and say the 
target words?  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letter ‘w’ as he/she says the sound /w/. 

w                               
w                                
 

Draw pictures from the word samples above with the /w/ phoneme and ‘w’ grapheme: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘w’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘w’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the sounds 
in clusters of consonant letters. Say the words slowly and put a dash for each sound in the words. Edit the words whilst finger-tracking 
beneath. 
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oak        oats        coat       soak 
boat   toad   soap   moat 
moan  groan  float  cloak
croak   roast   boast  toast
Model how to say the sound /oa/. Note that the grapheme ‘oa’ does not appear at the end of words [see the ‘oa-ow’ sheet]. Ask the learner 
to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the target words independently? Say the sounds in 
clusters of consonant letters separately but develop the ability to say the sounds quickly enough to hear the overall sound.  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letters ‘oa’ as he/she says the sound /oa/. 

oa                               
Blend these words with the long vowel sound /oa/.            Note the speech marks and exclamation mark to show that someone is laughing: 

no   go   so        “ho  ho  ho!” 
 

Draw pictures of objects and animals with the /oa/ phoneme and ‘oa’ grapheme from the word list above: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘oa’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘oa’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the sounds 
in clusters of consonant letters. Write ‘oa’ on one dash. Edit the words whilst finger-tracking beneath.  
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own         low      sow (seeds)             row
mow   bow   grow    rows 
bows       slow       mown        flow
glow    crows    grown-ups
Model how to say the sound /oa/. Note that the grapheme ‘ow’ can appear in first, middle or end positions in a word [see the ‘oa-ow’ 
sheet]. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she then ‘hear’ the target words independently? 
Say the sounds in clusters of consonant letters separately but develop the ability to say the sounds quickly enough to hear the overall 
sound. The ‘ow’ grapheme can also represent the /ou/ sound which will be taught later.          
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letters ‘oa’ as he/she says the sound /oa/. 

ow                              
Blend these words with the long vowel sound /oa/.            Note the speech marks and exclamation mark to show that someone is laughing: 

no   go   so        “ho  ho  ho!” 
 

Draw pictures of objects and birds with the 'ow' grapheme from the word list above: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘ow’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘ow’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the sounds 
in clusters of consonant letters. Write ‘ow’ on one dash. Edit the words whilst finger-tracking beneath. 
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oak  oats  soak 
goat  toad  coat
soap      float      toast

own    low    row  
bow    bowl  crow
slow   grown-up 

The grapheme ‘oa’ does not appear at the end of words. The grapheme ‘ow’ can be the first, middle or end grapheme. At this stage, remind 
the learner that he/she has learnt three spelling variations (graphemes) for the /oa/ sound - o, oa, ow.  
Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Note the hyphen which can split some compound words.  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letters ‘oa’, or letters ‘ow’, as he/she says the sound /oa/. 

oa                                  
ow                                  
Draw pictures of objects and animals from the ‘oa’ words above: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Draw pictures of objects and the bird from the ‘ow’ words above: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘oa-ow’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘oa-ow’. Use the back of the folded-up part to 
practise spelling and writing words from the words above. Start with saying the three sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies 
the sounds all-through-the-spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. 
Write ‘oa’ or ‘ow’ on one dash where appropriate. Edit the words whilst finger-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the 
shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the sounds in clusters of consonant letters.  
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lie    tie    pie    ties    pies 
tied     died     lied     tried  
cried    fried    dried    
Model how to say the sound /igh/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she ‘hear’ and say the 
target words?  The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letters ‘ie’ as he/she says the sound /igh/. The 
grapheme ‘ie’ at the end of people’s names commonly represents a sound which is in-between an /i/ and an /ee/ depending on regional 
accent. As this is so common, you may wish to mention this before you teach it formally - (for example, Debbie !) 

ie                               
ie                               
 

Draw pictures of objects with the /igh/ phoneme and ‘ie’ grapheme from the word list above: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘ie’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘ie’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the sounds 
in clusters of consonant letters. Write the grapheme ‘ie’ on one dash. Edit each word whilst finger-tracking beneath the word.  
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high  sigh  night  light
fight         tight         might 
bright    slight    frighten 
Model how to say the sound /igh/. Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. Can he/she ‘hear’ and say the 
target words?  In ‘frighten’, tweak the ‘e’ to the schwa sound ‘u’ to say ‘frightun’.  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letters ‘igh’ as he/she says the sound /igh/.  

igh                              
igh                              
 

Draw a ‘story’ picture featuring the ‘igh’ words in the list above:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘igh’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘igh’. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. At first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the sounds 
in clusters of consonant letters. Write ‘igh’ on one dash. Edit the words whilst finger-tracking beneath. 
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lie  tie  pie  dies
pies   tied   died  
tried   cried   fries  

high  sigh  night
light    fight    fright 
might   bright    tight

Ask the learner to say all the sounds all-through-the-words in all the lines. The grapheme ‘ie’ representing the /igh/ sound involves some 
trickiness of spelling. For example, flies is the plural word for fly but lies is the plural word for lie. At this stage, remind the learner that 
he/she has learnt three spelling variations (graphemes) for the /igh/ sound - i, ie, igh.  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letters ‘ie’, or letters ‘igh’, as he/she says the sound /igh/. 

ie                igh                 
I    kind     mind     find     mild
 

Draw pictures for the ‘ie’ words above: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Draw pictures for the ‘igh’ words above: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘ie-igh’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘ie-igh’. Use the back of the folded-up part to 
practise spelling and writing words from the words above. Start with saying the two sound words above very slowly. The learner identifies 
the sounds all-through-the-spoken-word and draws a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. 
Write ‘ie’ or ‘igh’ on one dash where appropriate. Edit the words whilst finger-tracking underneath. At first beginners may only manage the 
shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the sounds in clusters of consonant letters.  
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little     able     table     cattle  
bottle        middle        saddle 
muddle     tickle     puddle  
kettle          trickle         pickles 
There are several graphemes which represent a sound which is close to two sounds “ul” (schwa effect). These include the graphemes ‘le’, ‘il’, 
‘al’ and ‘el’. The teacher may choose to mention the ‘le’ variation during the ‘simple code’ stage as early books may include words such as 
‘little’, ‘table’ and ‘puddle’. Use the words above to model with if the learner is not yet ready to blend these examples independently.  
The learner holds the pencil with ‘froggy legs and log under’ and writes the letters ‘le’ as he/she says the sound /ul/. 
 

le                                
 

Draw pictures from the ‘le’ word examples above and label whilst thinking of a ‘silly story’ to help recall this group of words: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first ‘-le’ box to hide the words but to reveal the ‘-le’. Use the back of the folded-up part to model 
spelling and writing. Say the words slowly and put a dash for each sound in the words. Put the grapheme ‘le’ on one dash. Edit (check) 
each word by sounding out and blending whilst finger-tracking under the graphemes.  
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(sun)  son       a  ton  of...  
front        infront  of…       
come     income     become
some       blossom      none
done       undone       redone
Monday        London       
Use the word ‘sun’: 1) to remind the learner that letter ‘u’ commonly represents the /u/ sound;  2) to remind the learner that different 
spellings for words which sound the same help the reader to understand the intended meaning of the word (homophones).  
Point out that letters written within slash marks as in /u/ above denote a sound (phoneme) and not a spelling (grapheme).  In the words 
above, the letter ‘o’ represents the /u/ sound. Tell the learner that, later, he/she will be taught other words with this spelling feature. 
Introduce the idea that in many words such as ‘some’ and ‘done’, the letter ‘e’ on the end of the word is not pronounced (or ‘sounded out’). 
In effect, the grapheme ‘me’ represents the /m/ phoneme and the grapheme ‘ne’ represents the /n/ phoneme. It is common that the letter ‘e’ 
on the end of words is not separately ‘sounded out’ and it is helpful for a beginner reader to begin to understand this early on. The teacher 
can model how to sound out these words saying. “In these words, those letters (‘me’) represent the /m/ sound. In these words, those letters 
(‘ne’) represent the /n/ sound.” Can the learner ‘hear’ the target words independently?  Then ask the learner to sound out the words. 
The learner holds the pencil correctly and writes ‘son’ and thinks about the correct meaning of ‘son’ - and then writes ‘Monday’. 
 

son                                         
Monday                                 
 
 
Fold this page up to the bottom of the first /u/ o box to hide the words but to reveal the /u/ o. Use the back of the folded-up part to practise 
spelling and writing. Say the most simple words above very slowly. The learner identifies the sounds all-through-the-spoken-word and draws 
a dash for each sound identified and then writes down the corresponding letter shapes. Edit the words whilst finger-tracking underneath. At 
first beginners may only manage the shortest words and they will have greater difficulty with identifying the sounds in clusters of 
consonant letters.      Draw attention to the capital letters for Monday and London and the sounds the first letter ‘e’ represents in ‘become’ 
and ‘redone’ and that letter ‘f’ represents the /v/ sound in ‘of’. 
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